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Cost: $225,534 
Fiscal Year(s): 2014-2015 
Objective: 
The U.S.-Korea Institute will examine North Korea’s emergence as 
a small nuclear power and will assess how North Korea’s nuclear 
posture – its capabilities, doctrine, and strategy – may evolve in the 
future, the possible impact of Pyongyang’s behavior on the regional 
stage, the implications for international peace and security, and 
alternative U.S. policy responses.  
The project will establish an analytical dialogue through a workshop 
and meetings that will bring together prominent experts to 
formulate conclusions. USKI seeks to stimulate the creation of an 
international network of strategic studies experts to carry forward 
work on North Korea’s growing nuclear capabilities.  
Approach: 
Following a U.S.-based workshop and meetings, the project’s core 
researchers will establish a broader dialogue on these issues with 
policymakers and experts in South Korea, Japan, and China. USKI 
will produce briefings, reports, and articles to enhance public 
understanding of North Korea’s nuclear policy and its impact on 
international peace and security. PASCC funding is complementing 
initial funding to USKI from the John D. and Catherine T. 
MacArthur Foundation.  
 
